This was true of the Domesday Survey. Weak kings had collected tribute (Danegeld) from their people to bribe the Danes from attacking their realms. Others had used the money they collected to arm their soldiers to defend themselves against attack. The more systematic William the Conquerer determined to make a thorough examination of his resources, and to discover incidentally what taxes he could exact from his estates for his own ends. (Jones, n.d., p. 15)

Though far less avaricious than William, the wartime staff of the Division of Program Surveys was no less energetic and quite a bit more expert at surveys. The staff reads as a Who's Who of innovators in survey research methods. Besides Cartwright, Likert, and Stock, there were Angus Campbell, Charles Cannell, W. G. Cochran, Richard Crutchfield, Dwight Chapman, Roe Goodman, Herbert Hyman, George Katona, Daniel Katz, Leslie Kish, David Krech, John Lansing, John Riley, David Truman, and Julian Woodward. With war's end support for the division waned. Confronted by a cut in budget support, Likert, Campbell, Cannell, Katona, and Kish left the division to establish the Survey Research Center at the University of Michigan and were later joined by Cartwright and Lansing (Institute for Social Research, Newsletter, Winter 1971). One wonders if academic research ever profited more by a slash in a government budget.

The Division of Program Studies was only the first of several agencies conducting survey research on wartime policy problems. In 1942 the Office of War Information established a Surveys Division under the direction of Elmo C. Wilson, which conducted over 100 studies of civilian attitudes on wartime problems (Sheatsley, 1963). Hyman, Katz, Riley, and Woodward, in an agency personnel shuffle that was to become typical, joined other survey research experts such as Hazel Erskine Gaudet and Helen Dinerman at the Office of War Information.

Just as the Survey Research Center was linked in origin with the Division of Program Surveys, so too was there a close connection between the Office of War Information and the fledgling National Opinion Research Center. NORC had been established at the University of Denver in 1941 as the first nonprofit, university-affiliated research center with national survey facilities (Sheatsley, 1968). During those first lean years, NORC sustained its academic research program by conducting surveys for the federal government. All of the field work for the national surveys of the Office of War Information was in fact conducted under the direction of Paul Sheatsley of NORC. Hyman joined Sheatsley at NORC in 1947, when the center moved to its present home at the University of Chicago.

In 1944 Likert became director of a new agency, the Morale Division of The United States Strategic Bombing Survey. The USSBS had as its mandate a
determination of the "direct and indirect effects of bombing upon the attitudes, behavior and health of the [bombed] civilian population, with particular reference to its effect upon the willingness and capacity of the bombed population to give effective and continued support to the German [and Japanese] war effort" (United States Strategic Bombing Survey, 1947a, vol. 1, p. iv). The following analysis of the survey's findings on the effects of the bombing is adapted largely from Hyman's "Misguided Bombs" (1972a).

The Strategic Bombing Survey consisted of many divisions (for example, an Overall Economic Effects Division was directed by J. K. Galbraith), but we shall limit our discussion to the work of the Morale Division. Towns to be sampled were selected from the cumulative records of the British and American air forces. Using an experimental design, the cities and towns were classified in terms of the nature and severity of the bombing raids to which they had been exposed. In Germany 34 places were chosen to represent communities that had been exposed to no bombing at all, or to "light," "medium," or "heavy" bombing. About 4000 German civilians were interviewed in June and July 1945. In Japan some 60 sample points were similarly chosen, and about 3200 civilians were interviewed in Japanese by military personnel of Japanese ancestry in November and December 1945. The core of the questions dealt with wartime morale—the sense of weariness, defeatism, willingness to surrender, confidence in leadership, patterns of behavior at work and at home—as well as direct questions on experiences and feelings about the bombing.

Given the difficulties of conducting surveys in wartorn foreign countries, the surveys were remarkably well done (as one might expect of a staff that included Likert, Crutchfield, Cartwright, Cochran, Hyman, Katz, Krech, Truman, Gabriel Almond, Howard Longstaff, and Helen Peak). For example, in Germany the survey results were validated by official German documents, samples of civilian mail captured during the war, questionnaires filled out by displaced foreign workers who had experienced bombing in Germany, and interrogation of French escapees and key informants, especially community leaders. Helen Peak's study (1945) of the number and characteristics of Nazi party members stands as simply one example of the care with which bombing survey findings were checked for validity by comparison with such other sources as official German ministerial records.

That bombing was a horrible experience and reduced morale cannot be doubted. Many Germans described the bombing as a great hardship, the source of their weariness with the war, and the basis for their belief that the war was lost. Many reported severe emotional upset and intense fear, some saying that they could not talk about it to the interviewers despite a long passage of time.

As clear as the evidence is that the bombing of civilians terribly depressed their morale, the evidence is also stark that the prolongation and expansion of bombing did not serve the Allies' goals. To quote the official report, "The
greatest rate of decline in morale tends to occur between unbombed towns and those subjected to total average bombing of about 500 tons. There is some further decline when bombing is stepped up to 6000 tons. There is very little change or, in some cases, slight improvement in morale as a result of increasing bombing up to 30,000 tons” (United States Strategic Bombing Survey, 1947a, vol. 1, p. 22).

Feelings of despair were intense even among people living in unbombed towns. The degree of difference in willingness to surrender between those living in bombed cities and those living in unbombed cities was only six percent. Why? “All of the unbombed communities had repeated alerts and many expected that sooner or later they would be the target. Moreover these people had heard much about the devastating consequences of raids from the evacuees in their midst” (United States Strategic Bombing Survey, 1947a, vol. 1, p. 16). If one is intent on bombing civilians, it is not necessary to bomb everyone nor to bomb them with furious intensity.

In Japan, where the total tonnage of bombs was less than in Germany but the toll in destruction and lives far greater, the results were very similar to the German findings. Those with no personal experience with the bombing had only slightly higher morale; repeated personal exposure almost never produced any further decline in morale. Here we do not allude to the effects of the atomic bombs on Hiroshima and Nagasaki, which were so manifestly horrible and were the subject of a separate study (United States Strategic Bombing Survey, 1946).

When evaluated together the bombing surveys of Germany and Japan provide an extraordinarily complete and sophisticated analysis of a range of social and psychological effects induced by civilian bombing. Indeed the research is so persuasive that it underlines a terrible irony regarding the use of massive bombing of North Vietnam by the United States. By 1972 the tonnage of bombs dropped on Vietnam more than doubled the amount dropped on Germany and Japan together, even though Japan alone encompasses a larger area than all of Vietnam and includes twice as many people. Why the authorities made the decision to bomb North Vietnam so intensely despite the prior evidence that heavy bombing serves no purpose in terms of civilian morale is a question that begs for an answer. It is unlikely that those who were responsible for formulating the North Vietnam bombing policy had no one to remind them of the evidence that the government had previously gathered with such care. Among the officers of the Strategic Bombing Survey were Paul H. Nitze and George W. Ball, both of whom were officials in Lyndon Johnson’s administration who became disenchanted with the United States policy in Vietnam.

Halberstam (1973) attributes the bombing policy in part to the influence of such key figures as Walter Rostow in the Kennedy and Johnson administrations.
Perhaps all men tend to be frozen in certain attitudes which have been shaped by important experiences in their formative years; for young Rostow, one of the crucial experiences had been picking bombing targets in Europe. It had been a stirring time, a time when he was of great service to his country. He had believed in strategic bombing, in the vital, all-important role it played in bringing victory during World War II, that it had broken the back of the German war machine. His enthusiasm for bombing and for his own role had allowed him to withstand all the subsequent intelligence of the U.S. Strategic Bombing Survey . . . (Halberstam, 1973, pp. 199-200)

In sum, the bombing surveys are remarkably candid reports by a government agency of a government excess. (The candor is attributable in part, no doubt, to the fact that the Strategic Bombing Survey was a semi-autonomous agency reporting directly to the president.) The decision to undertake the studies reflects the government's confidence that surveys could contribute importantly to the formulation of public policy. The Vietnam bombing policy stands as a mocking counterexample of the failure of a government to utilize the information it had displayed such foresight in obtaining.

The Strategic Bombing Survey was not the last series of United States government-sponsored surveys in western Europe. When the wartime surveys were completed in the fall of 1945, some of their personnel became available to the Information Control Division of the Office of Military Government, U.S. (OMGUS). As an alien occupation force in Germany, OMGUS confronted numerous policy problems, including general issues such as the attitudes of Germans toward the Allied occupation and denazification programs, and specific problems associated with food rationing, refugees and expellees, currency reform, acceptance of a divided Germany, and the blockade of Berlin. Merritt and Merritt (1970) provide a good summary and analysis of these important OMGUS surveys.

Even with the promulgation of the Federal Republic in September 1949, the United States government remained interested in German political attitudes. The Opinion Survey Section within OMGUS became the Reactions Analysis Staff of the U.S. High Commissioner for Germany (HICOG), which from 1949 until 1955 conducted many more surveys. (Unfortunately, to our knowledge these latter surveys have never been published.)

With the realization of the value of such surveys for guiding public policy in West Germany, the United States Information Agency became a major survey sponsor, commissioning more than 20 surveys in Great Britain, France, Italy, and West Germany. Selected items from these surveys, as well as discussions of the substantive and methodological issues they pose, are presented by Merritt and Puchala (1968). The western European surveys are, of course, only
a subset of those produced by a worldwide United States Information Agency survey program. Many of these surveys are available for secondary analysis from the Roper Public Opinion Research Center.

The responsibilities of the several survey organizations operating within the federal government during World War II were rather clearly demarcated. The role of the survey divisions of the Department of Agriculture and the Office of War Information was the assessment of domestic opinion within the United States. The United States Strategic Bombing Survey measured opinion among the civilian citizens of Germany and Japan. Finally, we come to the fourth important survey center within the federal government, the Research Branch in the Information and Education Division of the War Department. The focus of this unit was the study of the social psychology of American soldiers themselves. In collected form these studies became the landmark four volume work *The American Soldier: Studies in Social Psychology in World War II* by Samuel Stouffer and a long list of illustrious associates (1949–1950). Stouffer was the director of the professional staff of the Research Branch, which consisted of two principal analytical sections: a Survey Section headed in 1943–1944 by Leonard S. Cottrell, Jr., and an Experimental Section headed by Carl I. Hovland.

Stouffer's initial chapter provides an interesting history of the decision of the War Department to utilize survey research in the formation of policy toward the treatment of military personnel. Stouffer points to three direct results of their research that had particularly important policy consequences. One was the order with which military units would be demobilized after the defeat of Germany. Though the war with Japan was still to end, the conclusion of the war in Europe made it possible to release several million men. But who? And in what order that would not depress the morale of those who had to continue the war in the Asian theater? President Roosevelt accepted a plan by which soldiers would be released in order of their accumulation of certain number of points computed from such factors as length of service, time overseas, combat experience, and parenthood. Roosevelt justified this demobilization plan on the ground that the order of release was determined by the preferences of the soldiers themselves. The idea for this point system had been conceived in the Research Branch, Stouffer notes, on the basis of its sample surveys of personnel stationed throughout the world (Stouffer *et al.*, 1949, vol. 1, p. 7; and vol. 2, ch. 11).

A second important policy decision influenced by the surveys of the Research Branch was the level of funding for the proposed GI bill. The Research Branch undertook a series of studies to estimate how many soldiers would go back to college if the bill were drafted to include such aid. Stouffer notes that the survey predictions provided policymakers with a figure that proved to be correct within two or three percentage points (Stouffer *et al.*, 1949, vol. 1, p. 7; vol. 2, ch. 13; and vol. 4, chs. 15–16).
Third, in collaboration with the Neuropsychiatric Division of the Surgeon General's Office, the Research Branch developed a short form of a psychoneurotic inventory that was routinely administered in United States induction stations. Though the inventory was inevitably a crude test, it did predict to a degree the propensity of soldiers for psychiatric and other nonbattle casualties (Stouffer et al., 1949, vol. 1, p. 8; and vol. 2, ch. 1). In a similar fashion the Branch, working with the Adjutant General's Office, constructed tests of aptitudes and abilities for use in the assignment of soldiers to military units (Stouffer et al., 1949, vol. 1, p. 8, and ch. 7).

Finally, we might speculate, though Stouffer did not, on a fourth consequence of the work of the Research Branch. The troops of World War II fought essentially in a Jim Crow army. Although the Selective Service Act of 1940 provided that "there shall be no discrimination against any person on account of race or color," Roosevelt concurred with a War Department policy against integrating regiments on the grounds that integration "would produce situations destructive to morale and detrimental to the preparation for national defense" (John P. Davis, 1966, p. 627). Not only were units segregated but also a much higher proportion of black troops were assigned to service units than to combat duty, in contrast to white troops.

Black spokesmen were incensed at the policy of troop segregation and made numerous calls for the army to integrate. By the end of 1944, casualties of the Battle of the Bulge had created a shortage of infantry riflemen in the European Theater of Operations. The army decided to take this opportunity to experiment with assigning black volunteers to all black combat platoons that would fight within integrated companies. (The response of the black troops was so enthusiastic that three thousand black volunteers had to be turned away [Daliusme, 1969, p. 99].)

In 1946 "a board of officers charged with reviewing the facts [concerning Negroes in combat] concluded that all-Negro divisions gave the poorest performance of Negro troops, but spoke favorably of the performance of Negro Infantry platoons fighting in white companies" (Stouffer et al., 1949, vol. 1, p. 586). The Gillem report, named for the board's chief officer, became, of course, an exceedingly controversial document. As it happened the Research Branch in Europe had made a separate study of the reactions of white soldiers to this experiment to integrate combat companies, which Shirley Star details in The American Soldier (Stouffer 1949, vol. 1, pp. 586ff). The research showed that whites fighting in companies with Negro platoons were much more favorable to integrated companies than soldiers who fought in segregated companies. As Star concludes:

When we note that the proportion of men having no experience with mixed companies who say "they would dislike the arrangement very much" is almost exactly the same (62 percent) as the two thirds proportion of
white enlisted men in mixed companies who were previously noted as reporting retroactively that they were initially opposed to the idea [but came to favor it], we can get some conception of the revolution in attitudes that took place among these men as a result of enforced contacts. (Stouffer et al., 1949, vol. 1, pp. 595–596)

Whether the Research Branch study had a significant effect on subsequent policy decisions is uncertain. Major General F. H. Osburn, Chief of the Information and Education Division (which included the Research Branch) and General Benjamin O. Davis (the American armed forces’ first black general) wanted the Research Branch survey made public (Nichols, 1954, p. 70; and Dalifume, 1969, p. 100). However, opponents within the army feared that publication might lose support for the peacetime draft proposal among southern senators and would encourage demands by black organizations for further experiments in integration. Dalifume concludes:

Those who preferred the status quo won. As soon as the war in Europe came to an end, the Negro platoons were unceremoniously detached from their white units and either returned to all-Negro service units or discharged. Although the Negro platoons appeared to be forgotten by the War Department, the few who believed that integration was the solution to efficient utilization of manpower continued to remember this experience as proof that they were right. (Dalifume, 1969, p. 100)

On 26 July 1948, President Truman issued his well-known executive order 9981 requiring “equal treatment and opportunity for all persons in the armed services” (not necessarily integration) and creating the Fahy Committee, which in its reports to the president hammered at the gaps between the Presidential proclamation and armed forces practice (John P. Davis, 1966, pp. 52ff).

In addition to the substantive contributions of the Research Branch to public policy and social psychological theory, Stouffer’s The American Soldier (1949–1950) also testifies to the important methodological work the Branch supported. The most important contribution was undoubtedly to scaling theory. Expanding on an idea that he had previously published in 1940, Louis Guttman developed at the Research Branch the method of attitude scaling that bears his name (Stouffer, 1949, vol. 4, p. 5). Similarly, Paul Lazarsfeld, a consultant to the Research Branch, began his own development of the technique for scaling attitudes known as latent structure analysis.

The importance of the studies that comprise The American Soldier reflects the abilities of the experts that guided its work. The American Soldier includes a long list of the personnel and consultants of the Branch. A partial and more or less arbitrary list of those who were then or have since become important figures within survey research includes, in addition to Cottrell, Hovland, and Stouffer, such staff members as M. Brewster Smith, Arnold Rose, Shirley Star,
Edward Suchman, and Robin Williams, Jr., and such consultants as Hadley Cantril, John Dollard, Louis Guttman, Philip Hauser, Irving Janis, Paul Lazarsfeld, Rensis Likert, Quinn McNemar, Robert Merton, Frederick Mosteller, and Frank Stanton.

In summary, our purpose in reviewing the initial three stages in the development of survey research is to emphasize that its growth took place in an environment that inextricably mixed policy and scholarly interests. Scholars and the policy programs of the federal government nurtured one another. For survey research the payoff was counted in several coins: public support of substantive research, encouragement of advances in measurement, statistics, and sampling theory so necessary to survey work, and support given to the growth of a large pool of experts who subsequently left government service to people the research centers of universities. Public policy decisions benefited, in turn, from the availability of basic information on the attitudes and socioeconomic conditions of citizens in the United States and other countries.

The concluding list of prominent scholars who worked in the Research Branch reflects the shared policy goals of scholars and public officials during World War II and stands as a pointed contrast to the relative lack of academic survey experts in the Korean and Vietnam wars. Indeed, outside of the Bureau of the Census, the Bureau of Labor Statistics, and the National Center for Health Statistics, there exist at present no major centers for survey research within agencies of the United States government in any policy field.

It would be wrong, however, to observe the dearth of governmental survey research centers and conclude that the banquet years of surveys for policy applications are on their final course. The site of the feast has simply moved from the agencies of government to the survey research centers of the universities. The postwar period, then, represents a new phase in the fusion of basic research and policy analysis.

**Period 4: The postwar years.** As Alice Rivlin (1971, p. 9) has noted, “The distribution of social problems has been illuminated by two important technical developments. The first is the improvement and wider use of sample survey techniques. The second is the astonishing increase in the data processing capacity of computers.” In her *Systematic Thinking for Social Action* (1971), Rivlin devotes few words to computer analysis, but her review of the policy implications of surveys is perhaps the best discussion of the issue. Because the total number of policy surveys is so large, it is a hopeless task to discuss them all. Therefore, we will take refuge in the limits that Rivlin drew for herself, the subjects of welfare, education, and health; we will rather arbitrarily exclude other fields in the delivery of governmental services.

1. *The Survey of Economic Opportunity.* A special census survey conducted for the Office of Economic Opportunity, the Survey of Economic Opportunity (SEO) stands as an important exception to our argument that most policy
surveys of the postwar years have been conducted by university survey centers. When the war on poverty was being considered in 1963, the government had little data on how many people were poor, who they were, or where they were located. Lacking this important information, the Council of Economic Advisors somewhat arbitrarily selected $3000 as a poverty line for family income (Rivlin, 1971, pp. 10, 29–34).

The SEO, conducted in 1966 and 1967, provided the missing information. The sample consisted of two separate frames: One was a national sample of about 18,000 drawn according to procedures of the continuing Current Population Survey. The second consisted of a supplementary sample of about 12,000 households in areas with a large concentration of nonwhite poor. The same households were surveyed again in 1967, creating a panel design for direct measures of short-term changes in income.

Combined with computer simulations of family earning models, the SEO data allowed policymakers to experiment with different programs in order to judge the costs and benefits of various legislative proposals. Poverty Amid Plenty, The Report of the President’s Commission on Income Maintenance Programs (The Heineman Commission), used this SEO data to justify the need for new programs on public welfare. Nixon’s Family Assistance Plan, submitted in 1969, was the response. Its benefits were directly tied to projections from the SEO (Moynihan, 1973, p. 497).

2. Negative Income Tax Experiments. Not all questions can be answered from the projections of simulation models, however. If some form of income maintenance plan such as President Nixon’s were adopted, what would be the response of the beneficiaries? Would the social and economic behavior of the recipients change? Would a significant number of people guaranteed $3000 a year quit working? Would fathers that might otherwise desert families remain at home? How many more marriages might take place under this new system of different economic incentives? (Rivlin, 1971, p. 34). Questions such as these require that the circumstances of people’s lives actually be changed to see whether their behavior changes. For just this kind of purpose the income maintenance experiments were designed.

Rivlin distinguishes two types of experiments, natural and systematic. By natural experiments she means those that take advantage of a comparison of two situations that happen to be similar in all important respects save some critical policy program whose effectiveness is at test. Her examples include comparing school systems with Head Start programs to similar districts that do not have the program. A natural experiment, then, is one similar to the bombing surveys in Germany and Japan, in which the sample of citizens was stratified according to the intensity of the bombing to which their towns had been subjected. But, there were no existing situations where one could exploit a natural experiment on income maintenance effects. Therefore, the Office of Economic Opportunity funded the Institute for Research on Poverty of the
University of Wisconsin to implement a set of income maintenance proposals in a controlled experimental design—first, in Trenton, New Jersey, and successively in a number of other sites.

At this writing the results of the experiments are still being evaluated and debated. (See, for example, Marmor, 1971; and Orr, Hollister, and Lecowitz, 1971.) Scott and Shore (1974) offer an engaging and self-critical apologia of their role as sociologists in selecting items for inclusion in the survey instruments, in the absence of theory specifying the most pertinent variables for explaining poverty. Nonetheless, we should be charitable toward all such disclaimers. The income maintenance experiments represent one of the first attempts at a strategy revolutionary in its prudence—the testing of proposals in experimental settings prior to their uniform implementation throughout the whole of a system.

3. Equality of Educational Opportunity Survey and Project TALENT. From Section 402 of the Civil Rights Law of 1964 came the mandate to undertake the Report on Equality of Educational Opportunity, popularly known as the Coleman Report (1966). Mosteller and Moynihan (1972, p. 5) describe the survey on which the report was based (the EEOS) as “the second largest social science research project in history.” In all the projects surveyed and tested 570,000 pupils and 60,000 teachers, and collected detailed information on 4000 schools. This massive study is exceeded in size only by an earlier survey, Project TALENT, which was conducted by the University of Pittsburgh for the Office of Education (Flanagan et al., 1962).

If the Coleman Report is only second in size, it is first in controversy generated by its policy implications. As Robert Dentler notes:

More crucially, many of the findings run contrary to the favorite assumptions of three of the most concerned audiences: militant school integrationists, militant school segregationists . . . and the many professional educators who focus their effort too exclusively upon school facilities, curriculum reform, and teacher training. (Quoted in Mosteller and Moynihan, 1972, p. 29)

The outrages from these audiences could have been predicted. Militant integrationists were offended, for example, by the finding that black and white children had nearly comparable school resources within regions. Militant segregationists were incensed at the findings that the quality of black and white schools alike is much poorer in the south than in the north, and that blacks integrated into mostly white schools learn and perform better than blacks attending mostly black schools. Professional educators were angered by the major conclusions of the report—that family background of students has an important effect on student performance and that school facilities and per pupil expenditures have relatively little impact.
Complaints against the Coleman Report are not without grounds. In the first place, the analysis had to proceed quickly; operating under the legal mandate, the survey was completed at the unacademic pace of two years. Thus some conclusions of the Report are weakened by simple mechanical errors in statistical calculations (Smith, 1972). In the second place, for this pathbreaking project, the investigators had to make decisions that the reflections of hindsight would have questioned. Hindsight in this case has materialized in the form of numerous reexaminations of the methods and inferences of the Report (see, for example, Vose, 1967; Rivlin, 1971; Mosteller and Moynihan, 1972; and the series of reviews and articles on the Report in the June 1967 and April 1970 issues of the American Sociological Review).

A dominant theme of these criticisms is the call for surveys incorporating systematic experimentation. However, if that conclusion is to be more than cant, we have to face up to the sensitive political problems that real experiments generate. Parents may be unimpressed by an explanation for a lack of improvement of their child’s school facilities, if the explanation is that some school, after all, must be a control group. Many more parents may be equally upset to find their children in an “experimental group.” To be sure Donald Campbell (1969) reminds us that randomization is not merely a proper technical procedure but also a democratic rule for allocating the benefits of experiments. However, this is a sophistication likely to be lost on an angry parent. Rivlin’s cautionary discussion of the political issues implicit in experimental designs is provocative.

One such call for experimentation raises intriguing questions concerning social research and invasions of privacy. The following statement from Sewell illustrates the dilemma:

Perhaps the most tragic faults of the survey were due to the administrative decisions apparently made by the Office of Education—decisions which probably seemed expedient at the time but which greatly reduce the current and future usefulness of the research data. Thus, neither school systems nor students were identified so that neither schools, classrooms, principals, teachers, nor students can be selected for further intensive analysis... [T]he decision not to tag children means that no true longitudinal study building upon these data will ever be possible. This is unfortunate because it is precisely this kind of information which is so badly needed for determining the future effects of current educational inequalities. (Sewell, 1967, p. 478)

Rivlin as well regrets the cross-sectional nature of the survey, for the problem of explaining what contributes to the development of children is compounded when one is limited to observations at a single point in time. Yet in a study so vast as the EEOS, who is prepared to assume responsibility for abuses of privacy if publicly supported data banks on children and teachers were
maintained over time? "Politics," Mr. Dooley reminds us, "ain't bean bag."

The sensitivity of the Office of Education to possible charges of invasion of privacy seems entirely understandable.

Finally, we close this note on the Coleman Report with a comment on the consequences of unanticipated, unwanted research findings. Critics of the Coleman Report often wonder why so much effort was made to measure the quality of school facilities relative to aspects of teacher performance. Several answers come to mind. First, it is easier to obtain accurate measures of books in libraries, laboratories, ages of buildings, and per pupil expenditures than it is to assess the qualities that make for good teaching, qualities Rivlin (1971, p. 75) suggests includes a teacher's "sympathy, her sense of humor, or her confidence in her students." Second, school facilities and expenditures are manipulatable, that is, they can be changed by policy decisions. How, in comparison, does one increase a teacher's sympathy for students, confidence in them, humor toward them?

Beyond these points, we are simply reading between the lines of the report. However, it seems plausible that Coleman and his coworkers took particular care to investigate facilities and expenditures because they may have believed that the unequal funding of schools—black and white, north and south—creates unequal educational opportunities and is inherently wrong. But when their survey could not determine important consequences of expenditures on student achievement, they could only accept those findings with honesty and, it seems likely, with regret. The possibility of affecting changes in policy may seem a heady opportunity for an academic. A price is that one must be prepared to accept the unwanted implications of that research.

4. The National Health Survey. The health survey program is perhaps sufficiently removed from politics that we can give it brief notice than the previous three surveys. Prior to 1956 the only illness data collected by the federal government pertained to communicable diseases (Moriyama, 1968). The National Health Survey, begun in 1957, now fills that gap. The survey itself is divided into three separate programs. The Health Interview Survey is a continuing nationwide survey of households, soliciting information on the incidence of illnesses and accidents known to the respondents. The Health Examination Survey actually conducts diagnostic examinations of sample respondents in several different age cohorts. This survey found, for example, that about two-thirds of American diabetics have never had their illness diagnosed. Finally, the Health Records Survey is a series of samples of establishments providing medical, dental, and other services. Taken together, the separate surveys that compose the National Health Survey provide some of the data necessary for national planning for the provision of health services.

In summary, the development of survey research techniques is substantially, if by no means exclusively, an American product. [For discussions of nine-
teenth-century surveys in Germany and France, see Oberschall (1965); Clark (1973); and Rigaudias-Weiss (1975).] The development of survey research in the United States falls into four crucial periods: the social survey movement, the depression years, World War II, and the postwar years. These periods exemplify a common theme. Though we may think of surveys as fundamentally a tool of academic scholarship, the fact is that the present body of experts and expertise has developed in substantial part from governmental support. This fusion of purposes of policy and scholarship has undoubtedly served the development of survey research. How well it has served to inform policymakers is a more difficult judgment. Whatever that answer, the costs of surveys are now so great that some form of public or commercial support is necessary to sustain most modern surveys, and the likelihood of public support without a claim of policy payoffs is increasingly uncertain. [The most complete list of figures on trends in survey costs is Lansing and Morgan (1971).]

One solution to the rising costs of surveys is the omnibus survey in which a number of researchers pay fixed prices to piggyback their own items onto an interview schedule. All those who buy into the omnibus survey obtain the responses to the face sheet data describing the respondent as well as the information from their own items. Academic institutions such as the Survey Research Center and the National Opinion Research Center have such omnibus surveys as, of course, do many commercial polling firms.

A second response to the survey costs is the resurgent interest in existing surveys. Secondary analysis of survey data, "the extraction of knowledge on topics other than those which were the focus of the original survey," has become an important mode of research (Hyman, 1972b, p. 1). Secondary analysis, its attractions and limitations, is a separate subject in its own right, recently examined in Hyman's *Secondary Analysis of Sample Surveys* (1972b). The only observation we make here is that a notable number of surveys now available to political analysts were originally collected for commercial rather than academic purposes. That these surveys have proved so valuable to social scientists attest to the scientific interests of many of those who have guided commercial surveys. A brief elaboration of this point will conclude our discussion of the uses of surveys.

**The Compatibility of Commercial and Academic Uses of Surveys**

The importance of commercial pollsters in survey research may come as a disappointment to those who prefer their research free of the taint of profit. As Jesse Unruh said of politics, money is the mother's milk of survey research.

The 1936 presidential election marked the beginning of modern surveys. Often overlooked in the comical disaster of the *Literary Digest*’s prediction of a Landon victory was that three new polls correctly predicted the result. These were the American Institute of Public Opinion, founded in 1935 by George H. Gallup; *The Fortune* Survey, conducted by Paul T. Cherington and
Elmo Roper; and the Crossley Poll, directed by Archibald M. Crossley (Sheatsley, 1968). These pollsters used small samples of respondents selected by specific quotas and avoided the bloated, but biased samples of the Literary Digest. As Sheatsley observes (1968, p. 463), "It was Gallup, Roper, and Crossley who first applied, on a nationwide scale, the techniques of sampling, standardized questionnaire, and personal interview to the measurement of public opinion. The vindication of these methods had enormous consequences for our profession."

In the depression years, of course, there was small support for purely academic research. It is to the gratitude of a succeeding generation of public opinion analysts that commercial pollsters such as Gallup, Roper, and Crossley held the goals of scientific research in such high esteem. Their contributions go well beyond the legitimacy they gave to the techniques of small samples. They produced, as well, much of the early research on opinion measurement. Gallup's A Guide to Public Opinion Polls (1944) contains much of this research. More obviously, it is present in Cantril's Gauging Public Opinion (1947), for Cantril credits Gallup with making all the data of the American and British Institutes of Public Opinion available to the Office of Public Opinion Research, which Cantril had established at Princeton University in 1940.

The foresight of Gallup and Roper in recognizing the value of their data for scholarly analysis may ultimately have been their most important contribution. The formation of the Roper Public Opinion Research Center at Williams- town, Massachusetts in 1946 as an archive for Roper's surveys was a critical first step. In 1957 it was reorganized as a general archive and has now become the largest repository of social surveys in the world. Such archives offer us our only direct means of exploring opinions in the past. Cantril and Strunk's Public Opinion 1935–1946 (1951), a huge compendium of the results of surveys from 23 organizations in 19 countries, is only a sample of the data available for secondary analysis for that period. From the Roper Center archive has come such important works as Key's The Responsible Electorate (1966), Reed's The Enduring South (1972), and Mueller's Wars, Presidents and Public Opinion (1973). It is a fortunate fact that contemporary pollsters such as Harris and Yankelevich have followed in the tradition of Gallup, Roper, and Crossley by ensuring that their surveys are available for scholarly research. Many survey archives that now offer such attractive opportunities for the secondary analyst are listed by Hyman (1972b, pp. 330ff.) and by Clibb in Chapter 2 of this volume.

Having discussed the growth of survey research as a mesh of academic research, public policy analysis, and commercial opinion polling, we conclude this topic with a discussion of an article that illustrates several of our arguments. "A Scientific Attempt to Provide Evidence for a Decision on Change of Venue" (Woodward) was published in 1952 in the American Sociological Review. It described the case of four blacks who were accused of raping a white woman in Florida in 1949. One black was shot "while resisting arrest." The
other three were convicted. One was sentenced to life imprisonment; the other two, to the electric chair. The convictions of the latter two were appealed to the United States Supreme Court, which held that the jury selection procedure involving racial quotas was illegal. Two justices also expressed an opinion that conditions in the trial county had precluded the possibility of a fair trial. The state court ultimately ordered a retrial of the two, but before the new trial took place, both were shot while “attempting to escape.” In 1952 the remaining defendant came up for retrial in a county adjacent to the site of his original conviction.

The National Association for the Advancement of Colored People, which undertook the defense, commissioned the polling firm of Elmo Roper to conduct a survey to determine whether prejudgment of guilt in the community precluded a fair trial. The Roper firm drew a sample in four counties: the site of the original trial, the site of the forthcoming trial, and two additional counties far from the first two to serve as control group samples.

Interviews in the two trial counties were not completed. After five Roper interviewers (southern women from nearby states) were interfered with by town constables in one county and the whole staff warned to leave in the other, the survey director withdrew the interviewers with 76 respondents remaining to be contacted. However, comparisons with census data revealed that little or no bias resulted from the missing interviews.

The survey results clearly suggested a substantial prejudgment of guilt. In the county of the original trial, 63 percent responded that they “felt sure” the defendant was guilty. In the new trial site, 43 percent of the whites (as opposed to one percent of the Negroes) said they were sure he was guilty. In contrast, 17 percent and 25 percent of the two control county samples said they were sure the man was guilty. Moreover, in the county of the retrial, 84 percent of the Negroes said they felt something might happen to a juryman who voted not guilty; of the whites in the sample, only 16 percent concurred.

At the new trial the court refused to admit the survey results as evidence that prejudgment of guilt in the community precluded a fair trial. The court sustained the objection of the prosecutor that because the respondents were anonymous, none could be cross-examined to validate their expressed opinions. Thus, the survey results were ruled out as hearsay evidence. The motion of change of venue was denied, and the defendant was again convicted.

Though the judgment against the admissibility of surveys as hearsay evidence was indeed in accord with conventional doctrine, the article noted that several courts had recently declared surveys admissible and that the doctrine on surveys as hearsay evidence was in the process of change. The article concluded, “It will, therefore, be interesting to see what happens to this particular survey at the hands of justices in higher courts.” The author proved too optimistic in this case. Barksdale (1957, p. 87) reports that the Florida Supreme Court upheld the view of the trial judge, and the United States Supreme Court in 1954
declined to review this ruling (346 U.S. 927). In general however, if not in this particular case, the author's prediction that survey evidence would increasingly be ruled admissible evidence in United States courts has proved correct (Barksdale, 1957).

The author of the article was also the director of the Roper survey. His name was Julian L. Woodward, and he had died prematurely in the year the article was published. Woodward was a sociologist at Columbia, Dartmouth, and Cornell Universities. At the onset of World War II he took a leave of absence from Cornell University and joined the staff of the Division of Program Surveys of the Department of Agriculture. From 1942 to 1944 he served as Deputy Chief of the Surveys Division of the Office of Facts and Figures. He concluded his service as assistant to the Director of the Office of War Information. In 1946 he resigned from Cornell University to join the market and public opinion research firm of Elmo Roper. In 1950 Woodward was elected president of the American Association for Public Opinion Research.

Woodward's career was illustrative of so many of his generation of survey experts. He was a professor, a bureaucrat, and a commercial executive. His work included academic research, public policy evaluation, public opinion surveys, and market research. In his biography is a microcosm of the history of the development of survey techniques.

CONCLUSIONS: WHAT ARE THE EFFECTS OF SURVEYS ON THEORY?

In this chapter we have explored the usefulness of surveys by asking two broad questions: First, what types of belief and behavior can surveys measure? Second, what academic, policy, and commercial purposes do surveys serve? To the first question we clearly took an ecletic, even permissive position. We pointed to examples in which surveys had been used to measure phenomena so varied as demographic and social characteristics, affect, attitudes, judgments, information, behavior, ideologies, cultural values, and national character. Promiscuous might be a better word than permissive for our inclusive attitudes regarding the uses of surveys. The quality of a survey lies not in its subject but in the care with which the survey is conceived and executed.

To the second question our position is similarly catholic. Surveys are used for basic research, policy analysis, commercial profit, or political electioneering. However, we preferred to treat the boundaries of these fields as permeable. The flow of experts from universities to government to market and opinion research firms was constant during the critical years of the development of survey methodology. In a discussion of the discovery of survey techniques, distinctions between research, policy, and profit are mostly irrelevant.

Moving beyond these two questions of the uses of surveys, we conclude with a final set of observations about the effects of survey research on substan-
tive theories of politics. Here we take our cue from the two classic essays by
Robert Merton (1957) concerning the links between theory and methodology.
In the first essay Merton pondered the bearing of sociological theory on empiri-
cal research. Much of his effort lay in clarifying the multiple meanings of the-
ory, in explaining the paucity of scientific laws in sociology, and, indeed, in
cautioning against the premature search for formal theory in the research of an
immature science.

In his second essay Merton turns the first problem on its head and inquires
of the impact of research methods on substantive theory:

It is my central thesis that empirical research goes far beyond the passive
role of verifying and testing theory: it does more than confirm or refute
hypotheses. Research plays an active role: it performs at least four major
functions which help shape the development of a theory. It initiates, it
reformulates, it deflects and it clarifies theory. (Merton, 1957, p. 100)

Merton's observations on the bearing of research on theory apply equally as
well to political science as sociology. We will use his thesis to recapitulate our
previous arguments on the importance of survey research for the study of poli-
tsics.

The serendipity pattern: the unanticipated, anomalous and strategic datum
exerts pressure for initiating theory. In his essay Merton (1957, p. 108) provides
only one example of the role of serendipity ("the discovery, by chance or sa-
gacity, of valid results which were not sought for") in originating new hypoth-
eses—in this case a study of the psychology of social norms.

Writing his essay in 1946, Merton did not yet have a full elaboration of
serendipitous discoveries then being made by the Research Branch for Stou-
fer's American Soldier (1949). One such discovery was the concept of relative
deprivation, which we discussed as an example of the interpersonal expecta-
tions in which beliefs are grounded. Once the American Soldier was published,
Merton and Alice Rossi (Merton, 1957, ch. 9) considered the concept of relative
deprivation from the perspective of the theory of reference group behavior.
Hyman had formulated the concept of reference groups in "The Psychology of
Status" (1942). However, it was not until Merton drew attention to the links
between relative deprivation and theories of reference groups that reference
group became a prominent concept in research (Hyman and Singer, 1968, p. 6).

Another important instance of serendipity resulting from surveys is the "two-
step flow of communications" hypothesis. This chain of discovery began with
Lazarsfeld, Berelson, and Gaudet's (1944) survey of Sandusky, Ohio during the
1940 presidential campaign. This survey was designed as a study of formal
channels of communication media, based on the prevailing assumption that
opinions were formed by community leaders. Opinions of these leaders, who
control the local media, were presumed to percolate "down from one social
stratum to the next until all followed the lead of the conspicuous persons at the apex of the community structure” (Katz and Lazarsfeld, 1955, p. 3). To Lazarsfeld’s surprise, the influence of community leaders and the media on voting decisions was quite small compared to interpersonal influence operating within primary groups.

This finding subsequently generated two important lines of research. First, it implied that mass communications (then radio and newspapers) do not directly influence most people’s political actions. Rather, the media message first diffuses to group opinion leaders, who then interpret the content of the media to others with whom they have influence. In this way a survey of formal communication led to what Katz and Lazarsfeld (1955) term the periodic “rediscovery” of the importance of the primary group. Merton (1957, ch. 10) further elaborated the theory by exploring his distinction between “local” and “cosmopolitan” influentials. Second, these intermediate opinion leaders were not limited to persons of high social status; rather each stratum had its own opinion leaders. The discovery of intermediate opinion leaders in turn suggested that steeply hierarchical models of community power were probably inaccurate, a finding quite consistent with the spate of research on pluralistic models of community power, so aptly illustrated by Dahl’s survey in Who Governs? (1961).

The chain of studies from Lazarsfeld, Berelson, and Gaudet’s The People’s Choice (1944) to Katz and Lazarsfeld’s Personal Influence (1955) illustrates a common pattern for fortuitous findings from survey research. Surveys, as we defined them, require interview schedules containing “explicit, standardized procedures, yielding quantitative measurements.” These questionnaires are usually administered by field interviewers who are not themselves attentive to interesting anomalies that appear early in the stages of data collection. Even if the researcher becomes aware of an intriguing line of inquiry in the midst of the fieldwork, a standardized schedule usually cannot be changed to explore this new insight. Thus, nearly all generalizations from serendipitous survey findings are ex post-facto and speculative. They are rarely testable with the existing data because the researcher has not directly measured the variables he has conceived to explain the anomalous results. For this reason, The People’s Choice contains little direct evidence for the “two-step flow of communications” or for primary group “opinion leaders.” Tests of these hypotheses had to await the new research designs of Merton, and Lazarsfeld and Katz. Serendipity is merely part of the process of discovery. Verification follows discovery in a chain of inquiries. Nonetheless, the unanticipated findings of surveys have had a major effect on theories of political behavior.

The recasting of theory: new data exert pressure for the elaboration of a conceptual scheme. Survey research has had a profound impact on theories of political behavior—particularly so in areas relating to the interest, knowledge, and values that ordinary citizens bring to political acts. The new data not only
brought pressure for the recasting of empirical theories of behavior; normative
theories were also seen as vulnerable to the new surveys of the 1950s that
seemed to suggest that voters were much less interested and informed than
some classical theories of democracy may have assumed. The resulting con-
troversies are wide-ranging. Is the ignorance and apathy of many voters more a
consequence of their own cognitive limitations or more a result of the failure
of parties and candidates to make clear and distinctive arguments of the issues?
Were classical normative theories properly interpreted as assuming an active
and informed electorate as an empirical fact rather than a normative ideal? Is
there, in any case, a single classical democratic theory? And, most fundamen-
tally, under what conditions can empirical data weaken a normative argument
regarding how voters ought to behave? [These questions are addressed in
the articles in McCoy and Playford (1967) and Kariel (1970), and by Pateman's
Participation and Democratic Theory (1970) and Moon's (1972) review essay of
recent books on these issues.] A careful discussion of these issues would require
yet another chapter. We will be content, therefore, with a single example that
is posed by the following question: To what degree does a democracy require
a consensus among ordinary citizens for the tenets of civil liberties?

This controversy was joined with the publication of Samuel Stouffer's Com-
munism, Conformity, and Civil Liberties in 1955. Stouffer's research design was
elegant in its inclusion of both a cross-section sample of ordinary citizens and a
special sample of community leaders in cities with populations of 10,000 to
150,000. The interviews took place in May through July 1954, the year in which
Senator Joseph McCarthy made his attempt to sway United States congressional
races with attacks on candidates he considered procommunist.

The results of the survey proved startling in many respects. First, sizable
minorities, in some cases even majorities, appeared to favor the denial of such
basic rights as freedom of speech for atheists, socialists, and accused and
admitted communists. In contrast, the leadership sample expressed much more
support for freedom of the press and speech for religious and political radicals.
Counterintuitively, however, anticomununism was apparently not much on peo-
ple's minds, in spite of McCarthy's attempt to generate an anticomununist mass
movement. In response to the question, "What kinds of things do you worry
about most?" "the number of people who said that they were worried either
about the threat of Communists in the United States or about civil liberties
was, even by the most generous interpretation of occasionally ambiguous re-
ponses, less than 1%!" (Stouffer, 1955, p. 58). It is not clear which of the find-
ings was more unsettling to the study's readers—the lack of expressed support
for civil liberties or the lack of expressed interest in political issues of the day.

The Stouffer study became the seed of important successors. Two of the
more significant were "Fundamental Principles of Democracy" by Prothro and
Grigg (1960) and "Consensus and Ideology in American Politics" by McClosky
(1964). McClosky's was an exceedingly ambitious design, including both a cross-
section sample of citizens and a leadership sample drawn from party delegates to the 1956 presidential nominating conventions. The Prothro and Grigg cross-section samples were drawn from two university towns: Tallahassee, Florida, and Ann Arbor, Michigan. Both studies shared the same substantive interest—assessing the degree to which Americans would endorse both general principles of democratic government as well as specific applications of those principles. The two studies yielded a common result: substantial majorities would endorse tenets of democracy when stated as general principles, such as “people in the minority should be free to try to win majority support for their opinions.” Support tended to erode on specific applications of those principles, such as “A Negro should not be allowed to run for mayor of this city.” In addition, McClosky found, as Stouffer had before him, that the sample of leaders was much more prone to “democratic” responses than were ordinary citizens.

It was perhaps inevitable that such findings would lead to the recasting of theories on the forces that sustain democratic systems. Consider Key’s conclusion to Public Opinion and American Democracy:

The longer one frets with the puzzle of how democratic regimes manage to function, the more plausible it appears that a substantial part of the explanation is to be found in the motives that actuate the leadership echelon, the values that it holds, in the rules of the political game to which it adheres, in the expectations which it entertains about its own status in society, and perhaps in some of the objective circumstances, both material and institutional, in which it functions. Focus of attention on this sector of the opinion system contrasts with the more usual quest for the qualities of the people that may be thought to make democratic practices feasible. That focus does not deny the importance of mass attitudes. It rather emphasizes that the pieces of the puzzle are different in form and function, and that for the existence of a democratic opinion-oriented system each piece must possess the characteristics necessary for it to fit together with the others in a working whole. The superimposition over a people habituated to tyranny of a leadership imbued with democratic ideals probably would not create a viable democratic order. (Key, 1964, p. 537)

Continuing this line of argument, Key distinguished activists and ordinary citizens in terms of the degree to which it is essential that each stratum possess a consensus on the rules of the game:

These observations resemble the proposition that a consensus needs to prevail for democracy to exist; yet they should not be taken as the equivalent of that proposition. Perhaps among the upper-activist stratum a consensus does need to prevail on the technical rules of the game by which the system operates. What kind of consensus, if any, extends throughout the population beyond a general acceptance of the regime remains problematic. In the
main, the notion of consensus has sprung from the inventive minds of theorists untainted by acquaintance with mass attitudes. (Key, 1964, p. 550)

Such arguments have met with considerable criticism, on both normative and empirical grounds. [See, for example, the exchange between Jack L. Walker (1966) and Robert A. Dahl (1966).] The debate includes many facets, and we shall not join it, except to comment briefly on the relevance of survey methods to the evidence that is at issue. First, the behavior of ordinary citizens may not pose the threat to civil liberties that their expressed opinions would seem to imply. Prothro and Grigg (1960), for example, are careful to note that in spite of the fact that a large minority (42 percent) agreed that “a Negro should not be allowed to run for mayor of this city,” a Negro had in fact only a few months earlier conducted an active campaign for the office in Tallahassee without efforts being made by whites to obstruct the campaign. In a previous discussion we presented several reasons why people often do not act on their attitudes. People live their lives in primary and secondary groups that may have more influence on their behavior than their own beliefs. In the second place, we also noted in the same discussion that a specific application of a general principle may create a conflict between two valued beliefs. Legalization of political activity for communists is surely one deduction that can be made from a general principle that minorities should be free to win majority support for their opinions, but as Prothro and Grigg noted (1960, p. 293), “respondents who repudiate free speech for communists are responding in terms of anti-Communist rather than anti-free speech sentiments.” To express disapproval of communism in this case does not mean that the respondent would either endorse the restrictions on Communist party political activities such as were embodied in the Smith Act of 1940 or try actively to prevent a radical from speaking in their own community. And the reasons may not be simply that there are some positive benefits of citizen apathy for democratic order as Berelson, Lazarsfeld, and McPhee (1954) and, more cautiously, Prothro and Grigg (1960) suggested.

In the third place, it may be that survey research is fundamentally hostile to almost any consensus theory of politics. Surveys are instruments to describe and explain individual differences. In that rare instance in which an item does not discriminate among people, the survey researcher almost reflexively discards it. Surveys reflect people in their remarkable variability. To have used a survey to test the existence of consensus is, with only slight exaggeration, to have determined the result. What was not determined, of course, was that leadership samples would have more strongly endorsed the applications of democratic norms than cross-section samples of citizens. This remains a problem which the critics of democratic revisionism must address. Our principal point is to note that surveys, as any research technique, can create genuine pressure to recast theory, and that in this particular case the recasting may not have been entirely warranted by a careful reading of the evidence.
The refoocusing of theoretic interest. New methods of empirical research exert pressure for new foci of theoretic interest. To assess the impact of surveys on political science would be, in point of fact, to restate much of our chapter. Moreover, the availability of evidence of citizen attitudes influenced almost every field in the discipline. But we should not overstate the impact of surveys on the development of political science. If we substitute “survey data” for the word “statistics,” Merton’s comment would accurately reflect our view:

What we have said does not mean that the piling up of statistics in itself advances theory; it does mean that theoretic interest tends to shift to those areas in which there is an abundance of pertinent statistical data. (Merton, 1957, p. 114)

The shift toward fields that are appropriately studied with survey data has been a notable feature of postwar political science. Without citing the works themselves, we will briefly note some of the subfields of political science that have attracted scholarly interest, in part due to the availability of survey evidence.

Empirical Theories of Behavior. The field of public opinion and voting behavior is, of course, almost entirely a product of survey evidence. So, too, is the study of preadult political socialization, a topic that bloomed so quickly in the 1960s that it has been aptly described as a “growth industry.” The cross-cultural study of political values is a third field that owes its origins to surveys, as data became available on the people’s attachments to and disaffection from political communities, regimes, and authorities. Studies of race and ethnic relations, the political sociology of social cleavages and ideologies, the political psychology of character and values, the values that contribute to political modernization and change—the list of fields of political behavior that attracted new interest after the emergence of survey techniques simply runs on and on.

Policy Process. The study of political institutions is, next to political philosophy, the oldest field in political science. Surveys did not create our interest in institutions, but they did open a window on one of the critical problems of political order, namely, the links between institutional leaders and ordinary citizens. By what means and to what degree can leaders influence the attitudes and behavior of people in a system? To what degree do people take cues from parties and candidates? Under what conditions do people accept the decisions of leaders as authoritative, for example, under what conditions will people comply with court decisions? To what degree does the existence of a new technology such as television provide a leader with leverage for obtaining popular support for his policies? What do conflicts of values between leaders suggest about the organization of political power in a community or nation?

We can also turn the relationship on its head and ask about the influence that people can exert over leaders and policy. To what degree do votes for a
particular party reflect common preferences for future policy? Under what conditions (if ever) does opinion become so crystallized that the options of leaders on policy choices become significantly circumscribed? Does domestic opinion significantly influence foreign policy decisions? What influences the fluctuations of public mood between apathy and activism? These are just some of the questions concerning the links between leaders and followers, and the introduction of surveys on mass attitudes resulted in a significant shift in research interest toward providing some answers (cf. Cohen, 1973).

Policy Evaluation. In our history of the development of survey techniques, we emphasized the importance of the United States government's interest in policy issues. The potential of surveys for the assessment of citizen preferences led to substantial public support for the development of survey techniques. Since then the delivery of public services has become a growing field of study in political science. The use of surveys in tandem with the natural and systematic experiments that Rivlin (1971) described is a reflection of the importance of surveys in the assessment of policy options. The burgeoning interest in constructing time series of political and social indicators is simply the successor to the social survey movement of the nineteenth century. All of these are concerns that would not have been practical without the data that surveys provide.

The clarification of concepts. Empirical research exerts pressure for clear concepts. Merton's (1957) final point is sufficiently obvious to require little elaboration. He notes that the necessity of specifying the measurement of a concept disposes one to think with more exactitude of the definitions of concepts within a theory. One can always speak loosely about alienation, power, legitimacy, charisma, or rationality. However, the fundamental ambiguity of such concepts is often revealed by the process of having to construct their operational measures. Constructing survey schedules is an intellectually demanding (and often humbling) task. One does not have to believe, as Bridgman (1927) did, that the meaning of a term is fully and exclusively determined by its means of measurement to be convinced that the task of measurement induces one to think more clearly about just what exactly it is that one seeks to measure.

Conclusion
The discipline that measurement imposes on the researcher is reflected in our definition of a survey as "an inquiry of a large number of people, selected by rigorous sampling, conducted in normal life settings by explicit, standardized procedures yielding quantitative measurements." If we ponder why surveys have been so productive of important discoveries, the discipline this definition implies provides two clues.

First, the requirement of quantification induces one toward clearer concepts and more accurate measures. A less obvious point is that accurately
quantified measurements are often essential to the serendipitous discoveries so important to theoretical advances. This is the case because the discoveries themselves often depend on effects of small magnitude. For example, the concept of relative deprivation was revealed by small differences in the frequency of particular attitudes in groups of soldiers (Hyman, 1963, p. 446). Without accurate measures of large numbers of respondents, the effect would not have been distinguishable to the researchers from the ordinary variations of sampling and measurement error.

Similarly, such interesting concepts as status inconsistency and selective perception of media depend on accurately quantified measures. Selective perception, those systematic differences between the world outside and the images of that world in our minds, is an apt example. Berelson, Lazarsfeld, and McPhee’s *Voting* (1954, ch. 10) is quite well known for its demonstration that preferences for candidates lead voters to perceive selectively candidate stands on critical issues. In the 1948 United States presidential campaign, Republicans who were in favor of the Taft–Hartley law were much more likely to see Dewey as favoring the law than Republicans who were opposed to the law, even though Dewey’s opposition to the law was unambiguous. Democrats who were in favor of the law were more likely to see Truman as favoring the law than were Democrats who opposed the policy, in spite of the indisputable fact that Truman had earlier vetoed the law. What is often overlooked in this example is the fact that most people had an accurate perception of the stands of the two candidates, and this was true in spite of the fact that the perception questions were only asked of the August panel—before people were likely to be attentive to the campaign. The point is that the existence of selective bias in perceptions was not of great magnitude; it was only systematic and in theoretically interesting directions. Without the precision of accurate measures and large samples, the effects might never have been discovered.

A final example is status inconsistency, which we discussed in our section on demography. Status inconsistency is theoretically hypothesized to be small in magnitude compared to the additive effects of status on such dependent variables as psychological stress or political attitudes. In one of the more careful tests of status inconsistency, the phenomena explained only about two percent of the variance in feelings of stress (Jackson and Burke, 1965). Likewise, the effects of techniques of political electioneering, from media advertising to political canvassing, are likely to be of small magnitude in the context of a presidential campaign. Indeed, their influence may be expected to be smaller than some irreducible level of random measurement and sampling error. Small but systematic effects will only be discernable with accurate measures of a large number of respondents in repeated samples. In sum, without the quantification that surveys permit, many of our more theoretically interesting hypotheses would be untestable.

A second reason why surveys have been so productive of important discov-
eries is that a presurvey social science had no means by which to study a large and representative sample of people in their normal life settings. Lasswell's (1930) intensive investigation of the political personality could not help but slight the impact of community context upon the personality. Conversely, prior to surveys, students of parties and elections had only impressionistic data on the psychology of political behavior. Surveys, which combine the efficiencies of sampling with the rigor of standardized measures, presented a means of studying individual psychology in a social context.

The ability to study the individual in a social setting is clearly evidenced in the example of relative deprivation, for this concept is grounded in differences between individual feelings of satisfaction or deprivation within a group of people whose objective situations are quite similar. These contradictions would not have surfaced without a simultaneous and intensive examination of individual feelings in a group context.

In sum, rigorous measures of individual behavior in a social context have made surveys remarkably productive of political discoveries. The substantive chapters of this Handbook are themselves witness of the degree to which the rapid development of survey techniques after 1930 has changed the character of the study of politics. In chapter after chapter we see evidence of a sustained and cumulative development of knowledge about politics, much of it derived from survey evidence. If one stripped from each chapter the generalizations that rest on surveys, the gaps would be silent testimony to the contribution of surveys to political science.
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